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history of russia wikipedia - the history of russia begins with that of the east slavs and the finno ugric peoples the
traditional beginning of russian history is the establishment of kievan rus the first united eastern slavic state in 882 the state
adopted christianity from the byzantine empire in 988 beginning the synthesis of byzantine and slavic cultures that defined
orthodox slavic culture for the next millennium, russia 862 present the proceedings of the friesian school - successors of
rome russia 862 present the church of rome fell for its heresy the gates of the second rome constantinople were hewn down
by the axes of the infidel turks but the church of moscow the church of the new rome shines brighter than the sun in the
whole universe, russia simple english wikipedia the free encyclopedia - russia russian officially called the russian
federation russian is a country that is mostly in asia and partly in eastern europe it is the largest country in the world by land
area about 142 9 million people live in russia according to the 2010 census the capital city of russia is moscow and the
official language is russian, russia history britannica com - russia history indo european ural altaic and diverse other
peoples have occupied what is now the territory of russia since the 2nd millennium bce but little is known about their ethnic
identity institutions and activities in ancient times greek and iranian settlements appeared in the southernmost portions of
what is now ukraine, russian federation new world encyclopedia - the russian federation emerged as a great power in
the early twenty first century also considered to be an energy superpower the country is considered the soviet union s
successor state in diplomatic matters and is a permanent member of the united nations security council, russian literature
britannica com - russian literature the body of written works produced in the russian language beginning with the
christianization of kievan rus in the late 10th century the most celebrated period of russian literature was the 19th century
which produced in a remarkably short period some of the indisputable, amazon com russian history a very short
introduction - russia like any other country has a vast history that has twisted and evolved into the entity we see today it
would take years to fully understand russia s past and for many people a complete mastery of its history is not necessary
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